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CLAUDIA GARNIER, Die Kultur der Bitte: Herrschaft und Kommuni -
kation im mittelalterlichen Reich, Symbolische Kommunikation in der
Vormoderne: Studien zur Geschichte, Literatur und Kunst (Darm -
stadt: Wissenschaftliche Buchgesellschaft, 2008), x + 455 pp. ISBN 978
3 534 21956 8. €79.90

This book provides scholars with a detailed study of a significant but
underappreciated aspect of royal court culture in the Middle Ages:
the making of requests to—and by—the king. Garnier researched
and wrote this work, her Habilitation, while at the University of
Münster. There, she served as an assistant to Gerd Althoff, one of the
most eminent medieval historians working in Germany today, and
Althoff’s influence on this project is clear throughout the book. His
own decades-long interest in the topics of conflict resolution, ritual,
and forms of political communication are all of central importance to
the methodology Garnier employs here.

Garnier organizes her work chronologically and discusses a wide
array of materials produced between the sixth and the sixteenth cen-
turies. After an opening chapter that serves as a brief introduction,
chapter 2 focuses on the Frankish period and the culture of making
requests at the courts of the Merovingian and Carolingian rulers. In
chapter 3 Garnier turns her attention to the Ottonian and Salian kings
and emperors of the tenth and eleventh centuries. Chapter 4 concerns
pleas at the Staufen imperial court. The final two chapters have the
later Middle Ages as their subject; chapter 5 examines the thirteenth
and fourteenth centuries while chapter 6 explores the Habsburg
court of the fifteenth and early sixteenth centuries. Finally, in chapter
7, Garnier offers a synthesis of her findings.

Not surprisingly, given the author’s attempt to cover a millenni-
um of European history in fewer than four hundred pages, some
periods and incidents are scrutinized in much greater detail than oth-
ers. Merovingian-era petitions and requests receive fewer than five
pages of attention in the second chapter before Garnier shifts her
focus to a lengthy analysis of Carolingian court culture. There is also
a noticeable gap in the study between the Salian and Staufen rulers;
neither King Lothar III (1125–38) nor Conrad III (1138–52) is refer-
enced in the work. In contrast, Garnier offers detailed discussions of
petitions and requests surrounding Emperor Henry IV’s actions at
Canossa in 1077, Emperor Frederick I Barbarossa’s dispute with
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Duke Henry the Lion in the later 1170s, and Emperor Charles IV’s
interactions with the imperial princes in 1355–6 after his return from
Rome.

Garnier’s tendency to emphasize certain periods and events more
than others is partly the result of the uneven distribution of the sur-
viving evidence across the centuries of medieval history. But she also
chooses to dedicate significant attention to a small number of sources
she finds especially interesting. Thus, the early eleventh-century
chronicler Thietmar of Merseburg is the focus of close analysis in
chapter 3, as are a series of well-known manuscript illuminations of
the emperors Otto III and Henry II. Similarly, a fourteenth-century
illuminated manuscript of the Golden Bull receives detailed explica-
tion in one extended portion of chapter 5. In many cases, these
lengthy discussions of individual sources are the strongest sections of
the book because Garnier slows down her narrative and provides the
necessary context to understand these key pieces of evidence in a rich
and nuanced fashion.

Throughout the work, Garnier identifies several key points of
continuity in the ‘Kultur der Bitte’ across the Middle Ages. She
argues, for example, that the making of requests was always a hier-
archically-structured form of communication and that, as a result, the
social status of both parties shaped the nature of the plea as well as
the response. Similarly, the setting of any given petition consistently
played an important role in how that petition was received; a request
made to the king in front of the magnates at a gathering of the impe-
rial court was fundamentally different from a request made to the
king in the presence of only one or two other people. The non-verbal
components of petitions were also significant elements of this court
culture during the entire period under investigation; for that reason,
Garnier focuses a great deal of attention on the formalized and ritu-
alized act of kneeling in several of her chapters.

Despite these points of continuity, the story Garnier tells here is
generally one of change across the medieval millennium. For exam-
ple, while it was acceptable for Ottonian and Salian rulers to cry and
prostrate themselves before their magnates, such behaviour had
become inappropriate for kings by the end of the twelfth century.
Other traditions emerged in the later Middle Ages that had no clear
precedents in earlier centuries. By the 1300s, it was commonplace for
kings, at the time of their coronations, to make a special type of
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request to religious institutions, asking them to accept into their com-
munities specific individuals chosen by the ruler (ius primariarum pre-
cum). The most important development Garnier discusses, however,
is the increase in written petitions from the twelfth century onwards;
according to the author, this is a trend that is especially noticeable in
the context of vassals’ requests to do homage to the kings and emper-
ors. Thus, while a broadly-defined ‘Kultur der Bitte’ was a constant
from the sixth to the sixteenth centuries, the nature of that culture
experienced significant changes.

On the whole, this is a well-written book that presents a com-
pelling account of petitions and requests made to and by medieval
rulers. In its discussion of this specific topic, the work is very suc-
cessful. From a broader perspective, however, it must be said that
none of Garnier’s conclusions significantly alters the established
grand narrative of medieval German kingship. She provides here a
very familiar account of the development and transformation of
sacral conceptions of kingship between the ninth and twelfth cen-
turies; indeed, there is nothing especially novel in her argument that
there was a shift in royal ideology from Christian mercy to stern jus-
tice between the early and central Middle Ages. It is also unsurpris-
ing to find Garnier arguing that the nature of petitions and requests
at the royal court changed as a result of the shifting dynamic between
the emperors and princes, especially in the wake of the collapse of the
Staufen dynasty. Similarly, her emphasis on written forms of
requests from the twelfth century onwards conforms to much broad-
er trends identified by other historians concerning the increased pro-
duction of written administrative and legal instruments from the
1100s onwards. This book is therefore not transformational, but it
nevertheless offers much of value to scholars interested in medieval
political culture.
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